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Introduction: In recent years, elastography has become a widely accepted
methodology to assess the longitudinal shear elastic modulus of skeletal
muscle. Ultrasound shear wave elastography is the gold standard used for
such a purpose. However, its low sample rate (1–2 Hz) and the impossibility of
being used in several muscles simultaneously limit potential biomechanical
applications. In this work, we overcome such limitations by using a surface
wave elastography method (NU-SWE).

Methods: The NU-SWE comprises a wearable device suitable for measuring
several muscles simultaneously. Elasticity can be measured at high-frequency
rates (~15 Hz), by propagating several pulse trains of low-frequency (~100 Hz)
superficial waves separated by a short time interval. These pulses propagate along
themedium surface and are recorded by a linear array of vibration sensors placed
on the skin of eachmeasuredmuscle. In this context, this work carried out a proof
of concept, showing how NU-SWE enables performing experimental protocols
previously impracticable with ultrasound elastography. Thus, we measured the
longitudinal shear elasticity of the biceps brachii and brachioradialis muscles
simultaneously at 15 Hz during isometric elbow flexions exerted at different
torque development rates. Furthermore, for comparison, we measured the
electromyographic activity of both muscles.

Results: Our results show that the maximum elasticity reached by the
brachioradialis increases with contraction rate, while the biceps brachii
behaves inversely.
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Discussion: This study provides new insights concerning muscle synergism,
evidenced by changes in muscle elasticity during torque production. More
generally, it shows that NU-SWE could help widen elastography-driven research
in biomechanics.
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1 Introduction

Soft biological tissues are typical examples of soft solids. Their
shear elastic modulus (μ) is a mechanical parameter that
characterizes the stiffness of the media and provides relevant
information about the physiological processes related to their
intrinsic mechanical state [1]. Particularly, in the skeletal muscle,
as their functions are closely related to the change in its mechanical
properties, the reliable measurement of its shear elastic modulus is of
great interest within biomechanics and related fields. In this regard,
in the last few years, elastography has become a helpful tool for
measuring muscle stiffness in vivo and non-invasively.

Elastography has been initially employed as a complementary
tool for the medical diagnosis of different diseases associated with
the change of soft tissue elasticity, such as liver fibrosis and breast
tumors [2–5]. The shear wave elastography (SWE) methods, such as
transient elastography (TE) and supersonic shear imaging (SSI),
have been the gold standard methodology for such a purpose [6, 7].
The SSI is based on the TE technology but replaces the external
vibrator with acoustic radiation pressure to excite shear wave
propagation. Recently, SWE methods have also begun to be
adopted as the reference methodology to assess skeletal muscle
elasticity in vivo. This has provided a novel way to measure the
change in the mechanical properties of such tissue, thus driving a
new approach in the studies on muscle biomechanics. In this sense,
previous works have addressed complex biomechanical problems by
using SWE, such as the relation of muscle shear elasticity with joint
angle, contraction intensity, and electromyography (EMG) activity
level [8–16]. Other works have used SWE methods to characterize,
both in normal and fatiguing conditions, the load sharing, force
production, and the dynamics of muscle contraction of the
synergistic muscles by measuring the change in its shear elastic
modulus [9, 13, 17–19]. Likewise, SWE has also been applied to
assess differences in passive muscle shear elasticity after a force
training program of trained vs non-trained subjects, the passive
behavior of individual muscles in different stretching positions, and
regional differences in muscle elasticity after eccentric exercise
[20–23]. On the other hand, the application of SWE in skeletal
muscle is also being considered for its clinical use in sports medicine
[24]. The main advantages of the SWE methods are that they
combine high-frequency ultrasonic waves (within the order of
MHz) with low-frequency waves (100–1,000 Hz). As ultrasound
imaging utilizes pulsed waves of several MHz of central frequency,
their wavelength in tissues (assuming the sound speed is 1,500 m/s)
is sub-millimeter-sized. The spatial resolution of the imaging system
is limited by diffraction to the order of the wavelength. Therefore,
using high frequencies (MHz) allows for high spatial resolution. On
the other hand, the elasticity contrast in the image is not necessarily

related to the acoustic impedance but to Young’s modulus of the
material. Low-frequency waves are sensitive to changes in Young’s
modulus since they propagate mainly as shear waves. In this way,
SWE methods exhibit high spatial resolution (<1 mm) and good
contrast in the characterization of shear elastic modulus [25].
However, the proper application of SWE methods for
biomechanical research needs some infrastructure, such as those
found in a clinic or laboratory. Furthermore, its relatively high cost is
a limiting factor for clinics and laboratories having low resources.

As an alternative to the SWE, other elastography methods based
exclusively on low-frequency (~100 Hz) surface waves propagation
have recently emerged [26–31]. By eliminating ultrasound
frequencies, the spatial information is lost, so it is not possible to
construct an elastic map of the medium. However, the information
regarding the elasticity is preserved, so a numerical value about the
mean elasticity of the tissue in a region of interest (ROI) can be
obtained. In general terms, these methods record the velocity of the
surface waves by measuring the surface wave propagation using
either laser vibrometry or contact sensors. Some authors assume a
Rayleigh wave model for the surface waves [32]. In this case, the
measured velocity has a simple relation to the shear elastic modulus
of the medium. However, since typical values of shear wave velocity
in muscles at rest range between 2–4 m/s, If the excitation frequency
is 100 Hz, the shear wavelength is between 2 and 4 cm. This value is
of the same order of the muscle depth. Therefore, the muscle cannot
be assumed as a semi-infinite but a bounded one, so guided wave
propagation takes place. In order to retrieve the correct value for the
shear wave velocity, a guided wave propagation model is needed.
Besides, the wavefield is usually measured in the near-field of the
source. Those combined effects introduce biases in the estimation of
the shear elastic modulus [33]. In this regard, Benech et al. [34]
developed a non-ultrasonic surface wave elastography (NU-SWE)
method by designing new algorithms that correct the incidence of
such effects on the elasticity estimates. This method has the
advantages of being small, portable, low-cost, and easy to
manipulate. Their first application in skeletal muscle was made
by Grinspan et al. [25], who assessed the relationship between the
change in muscle elasticity, joint torque, and the EMG activity level.
This work showed analogous results to those obtained with SWE,
thus showing the potential utility of the NU-SWE for
biomechanical research.

SWE devices for clinical use have a sampling rate between 1 and
2 Hz. Due to this, experimental protocols must consider slow and
controlled long-time tasks (for example, 20–30 s) to obtain enough
data and perform a proper analysis. Thus, for example, it is currently
not possible to assess the change in muscle elasticity for different
contraction rates, as is possible for other related variables such as
EMG activity. On the other hand, surface wave methods do not need
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to retrieve the low-frequency field from speckle tracking algorithms,
on which SWE methods are based for calculating the displacements
[35, 36]. In addition, they do not measure bulk wave propagation but
only the field at the surface of the muscle. Thus, it is possible to
increase the sampling rate by sending several short pulses and
storing the field for post-processing.

In this context, the present work shows an updated version of
the NU-SWE elastography, which overcomes the previous
limitations of elastographic methods for the biomechanical study
of skeletal muscle. Specifically, this version of the NU-SWE
comprises a free-hand device that can measure the shear
elasticity without applying pressure on the medium (as with the
US probe), in more than one muscle simultaneously and at a higher
sample rate. Thus, we applied these new features of the method to
characterize the change of the shear elasticity of the biceps brachii
(BB) and brachioradialis (BR) muscles during the execution of
isometric flexions of the elbow joint at different contraction
velocities. We also measured the EMG activity of both muscles
during such tasks. This allowed us to account for the temporal
dependence regarding the relationship between the elastic and
electric behavior of these muscles during their synergistic action,
which are emergent properties derived from the new measurement
capabilities of the updated NU-SWE method.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Subjects

Seven healthy male volunteers participated in the study (age
25.70 ± 3.20 years, height 177.90 ± 6.28 cm, weight 85.0 ± 11.72 kg).

They were informed about the methods, procedures, and the
purpose of the study. All participants provided their written
informed consent. The experimental design of the study was
conducted according to the last version of the Helsinki statement
and was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of
Medicine (UdelaR, Uruguay, File No. 071140–001398–11).

2.2 Instrumentation

2.2.1 Ergometry
A research isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex System 4; Biodex

Medical, Shirley, NY) was used to measure the angle and torque
production of the elbow joint. During the data collection, the
volunteers were positioned with their right shoulder and elbow
flexed at 90° and the forearm supinated. The elbow joint was aligned
coaxially with the axis of the dynamometer (Figure 1).

2.2.2 Non-ultrasound surface wave elastography
The NU-SWE method consists of estimating the phase velocity

of the low-amplitude and low-frequency surface waves (~100 Hz),
by exciting their propagation at the free surface of the muscle and
recording it through equally spaced contact vibration sensors
(Measurement Specialities, MINISENSE 100NM, Figure 2). Thus,
the shear wave velocity is obtained, and the shear elastic modulus
can be calculated from it.

A detailed explanation about the basis of the NU-SWE method
can be found in Benech et al. [33, 34] and Grinspan et al. [25].
Briefly, the measurement device is composed mainly of an external
wave source and a linear array of four contact vibration sensors
(Figure 1). Besides, an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter board

FIGURE 1
A: Scheme showing the relative arrangement of the wave source (A.1), the linear array of vibration sensors (A.2), and the muscle fibers’ direction (x).
The sensors are separated by a constant distance d= 8.0 mm and record the surfacewave propagating in the x direction. The inset shows the dimensions
of vibration sensors in mm.
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(NI-USB 6009; National Instruments), an audio amplifier (needed
to record the surface waves with a good signal/noise ratio), and a
computer complete the experimental setup. The external source
vibrates normally to the free surface of the muscle by delivering a
pulse train, each consisting of a few cycles of a sinusoid with a
central frequency varying between 50–250 Hz (Figure 2B,
Figure 3A). In this way, of the three spatial components, the
vertical component of the surface wave velocity is mainly
excited. Such a component is recorded by the linear array of
sensors, each constituted by a piezoelectric PVDF flexible film
with a mass and a small extension attached to it. The mass is added
to change the frequency response of the sensors so as it is close to
the one used in the experiments [33]. The extension is added so as
the contact area of the sensors (~1 mm2) is small enough to
consider them as point sensors avoiding diffraction effects at
the reception [26, 28]. According to this, the sensors are
arranged on a plate that holds them on the medium surface in
the correct configuration by adhesive patches, without needing
external manipulation during the measurement. In this work, we
placed two NU-SWE devices on the right upper extremity of the
volunteers to simultaneously measure the elasticity of BB and BR
muscles (Figures 2A, B). In the BB, the device was placed at 70% of

the arm length distal to the acromion, while for the BR it was
placed at 35% of the forearm length from the elbow. As the last step
of the data acquisition, the vibration is captured sequentially by the
sensors, digitized by the A/D converter board, and then transferred
to a computer for processing.

The data processing of the NU-SWE involves the use of
inversion algorithms designed to correct the incidence of the
guided wave propagation and near-field effects [25, 33, 34]. Thus,
the method is able to retrieve a reliable shear elasticity estimation of
the muscle by computing an unbiased value of the shear wave
velocity (Vs). As is usual in elastography, the muscle is considered as
a transversely isotropic material [10, 14]. In this way, the
longitudinal shear elastic modulus (μL) is related to Vs

propagating in the muscle fibers direction with perpendicular
polarization (V‖

s) [34]. In addition, in elastographic studies, the
muscle is usually assumed as a purely elastic material [6, 8, 10, 14, 37,
40–42, 38, 39]. This hypothesis is supported by several works that
justify the neglect of viscous effects in muscle elastography [43–45].
Thus, as with SWE, in the NU-SWE the longitudinal shear elastic
modulus is calculated through V‖

s through Eq. 1:

μL � ρV 2‖
s (1)

where ρ is the muscle density (1,000 kg/m3).
In order to be able to follow the elasticity changes in muscles

during tasks (see Protocol), we used the excitation scheme displayed
in Figure 3A. A 4-cycle sinusoidal pulse of 100 Hz central frequency
is emitted. The sinusoidal pulse is modulated with a Gaussian
function to minimize the transient behavior of the source at the
start and the end of the signal [34]. The time duration of this signal ts
is 40 m. Then, a rest time td is introduced before sending the next
pulse with the same characteristics as the previous one. This
procedure is repeated until the total time T of the experiment is
reached. The rest time is introduced to avoid interference between
the direct and reflected waves. Thus, the time between two
consecutive measurements is Δt � ts + td, and therefore, the
elasticity sampling frequency is f e � 1/Δt. A trade-off exists
between the sampling frequency and the accuracy of the shear
wave speed estimation. If td is decreased, the sampling frequency
increases but the signal contains direct and reflected waves,
introducing a bias in the estimation of the phase speed. On the
other hand, if td is increased, the reflection bias is avoided but the
sampling frequency may be too low to follow the changes occurring
during the specified task to the volunteer. In this work, we found
empirically by trial and error, that a 15 Hz sampling frequency
(i.e., td � 27ms) is a compromise value that allow us to follow the
elasticity changes with little bias in the phase speed estimation.

Figure 3B displays an example of the received signals in the four
sensors for a single emitted pulse. The distance between sensors is
8.0 mm (Figure 1). A time delay is clearly observed between sensors,
indicating a propagating wave. Figure 3C shows the power spectrum
of the received signal. The center frequency is around 100 Hz as
expected and its -6 dB bandwidth (red dotted line in the figure)
spans from 80 to 115 Hz. To estimate the shear wave velocity (V‖

s)
we compute the phase velocity Vϕ of the surface wave for each
frequency within the bandwidth. Due to interference between
different surface waves, Vϕ is a function of frequency [33, 34].
For instance, this curve can be modeled as the interference of the
Rayleigh wave and the leaky surface wave which arises from the

FIGURE 2
Examples of experimental setup for the elastography and
electromyography measurements. The placement of the NU-SWE
device (A,B) and the EMGs electrode arrays (C) over the free surface of
the biceps brachii (BB) and brachioradialis (BR) muscles
are shown.
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complex roots of the Rayleigh secular equation (46) and (47). This
last wave is a near-field wave with exponential decay. Its
characteristic propagation distance is of the order of one shear
wavelength. Figure 3D displays the fit of the experimental values of
Vϕ with the theoretical model given in [34]. Briefly, the phase
velocity is computed as

Vϕ � ω
∂ϕ
∂x

( )
−1

(2)

where ϕ is the phase of the signal and x is the horizontal distance. Eq.
2 is used to compute the phase velocity for each frequency ω within
the bandwidth of the signal so a dispersion curve Vϕ(ω) is obtained.
For a low-frequency excitation, most of the energy of bulk waves
propagates as shear waves. Due to the large difference between the
velocities of compressional and shear waves, there is no mode
conversion in boundary reflection. Thus, the shear waves reflect

back as a shear wave. Besides, for normal excitation, there is a
directivity pattern for shear waves at an angle θ with respect to the
normal (Figure 3E) [34, 48]. Therefore, if the thickness of the muscle
is h, there exists a distance xc where only surface waves propagate
given by Eq. 3:

xc � 2h tan θ( ) (3)

If the surface wavefiled is measured at a distance x<xc, the
dispersion curve is due to interference between the Rayleigh and the
leaky surface wave. For transversely isotropic solids, the directivity
angle is θ ≈ 60°. The mean thickness h of each muscle is 3.5 cm for
the BB and 2 cm for the BR [19]. Therefore, xc ≈ 12 and 7 cm
respectively. Thus, within our simplified model, the vertical
component uz(x, t) of surface wavefield for x<xc of a
monochromatic wave is given by:

uz x, t( ) � AR e−ikx + ALe
−ξxe−iqx[ ]eiωt (4)

FIGURE 3
(A) Signal used to excite the source for surface wave generation. The sinusoidal pulse is repeated n times with a time separation td between them.
The elastic sampling frequency is fe � 1/Δt. (B) Example of the signals received by the four sensors of the linear array for a single pulse emitted. (C) Power
spectrum of the received signal. (D) Estimation of V‖

s from the experimental values of Vϕ (blue line) and their corresponding fit (black line) based on the
model detailed in [33]. (E) Directivity pattern of the shear waves for a normal excitation.
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where k is the Rayleigh wavenumber, AR is the amplitude of the
Rayleigh wave, AL is the relative amplitude of the leaky wave with
respect to the Rayleigh wave and ξ, q are the imaginary and real part
of the leaky wavenumber respectively. The phase ϕ of the field of Eq.
4 is given by Eqs 5, 6:

ϕ x( ) � tan−1 N x( )
D x( )( ) (5)

where

N x( ) � − sin kx( ) + ALe
−ξx sin qx( )[ ]D x( )

� cos kx( ) + ALe
−ξx cos qx( ) (6)

Therefore, the phase velocity is given by

Vϕ � ω
N′D −ND′
D2 +N2

( )
−1

(7)

where the prime indicates derivative with respect to x. Figure 3D
displays the experimental values of Vϕ and the fit with Eq. 7. The
output value in this example is V‖

s � 2.26m/s.

2.2.3 Electrode placement, EMG recordings and
signal processing

Adhesive arrays of sixteen, silver-bar electrodes (8 mm inter-
electrode distance; Spes Medica, Battipaglia, Italy) were used to
acquire surface EMGs from the biceps brachii, and adhesive arrays
of eight, silver-bar electrodes (0.5 mm inter-electrode distance) for
the brachioradialis. Firstly, for the BB, the proximal and distal
muscle boundaries were identified using ultrasound equipment
(2–10 MHz linear transducer; v.11 Supersonic Image, Aix-en-
Provence, France). The eighth electrode of the 16 array was
positioned at 50% of the length of the biceps brachii (Figure 2C).
For the brachioradialis, the superior and inferior boundaries were
identified using the same ultrasound equipment. The fourth
electrode of the 8 array was positioned at 50% of the muscle
length (Figure 2C).

The electrode-skin contact was ensured with conductive paste (AC
cream, Spes Medica, Genova, Italy) and the reference electrode was
positioned in the olecranon and radium styloid process. Data was
collected in monopolar derivation and sampled at 2048 samples/s using
a 12-bit A/D converter, with 5 V dynamic range. Furthermore, EMGs
were amplified by a 2,000–10,000 variable factor using a 10–900 Hz
bandwidth amplifier (CMRR >100 dB; EMG-USB2, OT Bioelettronica,
Turin, Italy).

All monopolar EMGs were filtered with a 4th order, bandpass
filter (Butterworth, 15–350 Hz cut-off frequencies). After that, the
root mean square (RMS) value, with 250 m window size, was
computed separately for each pair of electrodes, resulting in
15 differential channels for BB and 7 for BR.

2.3 Protocol

Initially, the volunteers performed two maximal isometric
voluntary elbow flexions (each lasting 5 s and resting 120 s
between them) with the shoulder and elbow flexed at 90° to
determine the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) torque. The
highest torque value was used to normalize submaximal

contractions. Both for the EMG and the NU-SWE measurements,
volunteers were asked to perform eight linear torque ramps (120 s
rest between tasks) of isometric elbow flexion from 0%–40% ofMVC
over 5, 10, 15, and 20 s (twice each). In this way, depending on the
task, the %MVC increased at a rate of 8, 4, 2.67, and 2 %MVC/s,
respectively. Since there was not enough space for the NU-SWE
device after placing the EMG electrode arrays on the surface of BB
and BR muscles, the NU-SWE and the EMG measurements were
performed in separate trials. This also avoided the possible
contamination of the EMG signals by the surface vibration
artifacts. In order to correctly execute the torque ramps, they had
to follow the path indicated on a monitor put in front of them. The
V‖

s of BB and BR muscles was measured simultaneously at 15 Hz
during the execution of the tasks in separate trials and in random
order. Likewise, the EMG activity of bothmuscles was also measured
in the same way. During measurements, the NU-SWE device and
the EMG electrodes remained fixed on the muscle belly and carefully
aligned with respect to the orientation of the muscle fibers. They
were placed on the muscle belly, at 70% of the arm’s length distally
from the acromion for the BB and 35% of the forearm length distally
from the elbow for the BR. To guarantee repeatability concerning the
locations of the devices between trials, these were marked using a
waterproof pen.

2.4 Data analysis

Since the exploratory nature of the present study, we considered
exclusively the peak values of the V‖

s and EMG RMS curves, which
occur near the end of the ramps (~40% MVC) for both variables. If
the data exhibited good intra-repeatability between both trials for all
subjects (see Statistics), the analysis was performed based on the
corresponding mean values and the standard deviations of such
variables for each condition (5s, 10s, 15s, and 20s). The EMG RMS
values were normalized according to the mean activity of the highest
amplitude recorded during tasks, for each muscle. For the BR it was
on the second trial of 5 s, and for the BB on the second trial of 20 s.

2.5 Statistics

To assess the intra-repeatability between both trials for each
condition, we calculated the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
for each muscle from the peak values of V‖

s and RMS EMG obtained

TABLE 1 ICC coefficients calculated from the peak V ‖
s and EMG RMS values

obtained for both trials of each task in the BB and BRmuscles of all subjects.

5 s 10 s 15 s 20 s

Peak V‖
s

ICCBR 0.93 0.94 0.99 0.52

ICCBB 0.89 0.95 0.90 0.78

Peak EMG RMS

ICCBR 0.73 0.77 0.50 0.66

ICCBB 0.73 0.85 0.72 0.48
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in all volunteers. Besides, a two-sample t-test for difference of means
was carried out in order to compare the results of the peak V‖

s and
RMS EMG values vs task duration at the inter-muscle and the intra-
muscle levels. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05.

3 Results

As is shown in Table 1, the ICC values obtained for BB and BR
muscles denote good reproducibility between the peak V‖

s measured
in both trials for each condition. In this sense, the averaged values of
the peak V‖

s and EMG RMS activities from both trials are
representative of each task. Therefore, in what follows, the
analysis is performed based on such mean values for both
muscles in each condition ( �V‖

sBBmax
,

�V‖
sBRmax

; EMGRMSBBmax, EMGRMSBRmax).

Figure 4 shows individual curves of V‖
s obtained simultaneously in

BB and BR for two volunteers in each condition. In addition to having
been obtained simultaneously for each muscle, the V‖

s values were
measured with a sufficiently temporal resolution, thus allowing an
adequate characterization of the contractions during the execution of
each task. As is observed for both subjects, when the task duration is
shorter, the peak V‖

s of BR reaches higher values than BB. As time
increases, the peakV‖

s of BR decreases while those of BB increase. In this
way, for tasks of longer duration, the relative magnitude of the peak V‖

s

values tend to invert with respect to tasks performed in shorter times.
Comparing the �V‖

smax values at the intra-muscular level, the
results for the BB and BR muscles of the entire data set behaved
in the same way. Thus, the t-test revealed the existence of significant
differences between the �V‖

sBRmax
and �V‖

sBBmax
values obtained between

the ramps of 5 vs 15 and 20 s (p = 0.04 and 0.03, respectively, for BR;
p = 0.02 and 0.01, respectively, for BB), not being significant between

FIGURE 4
Two typical examples of the �V

‖
s vs time data obtained at a high sampling rate in the BB and BRmuscles are shown. The corresponding curves to each

trial were obtained simultaneously in both muscles during the execution of the tasks at 8, 4, 2.67, and 2 %MVC/s for the 5, 10, 15, and 20 s tasks,
respectively.
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5 vs 10 s, 10 vs 15 s, 10 vs 20 s, 15 vs 20 s (p = 0.12, 0.29, 0.25, 0.44,
respectively, for BR; p = 0.05, 0.32, 0.09, 0.16, for BB). On the other
hand, inter-muscular comparisons showed the existence of significant
differences between the �V‖

sBRmax
and �V‖

sBBmax
values for the 5, 10, and

15 s tasks (p = 0.00, 0.00 and 0.04, respectively), being not significantly
different for the 20 s task (p = 0.29). All these results are summarized
in Table 2 and Figure 5.

The normalized EMGRMSBRmax and EMGRMSBBmax activities
showed the same behavior as the �V‖

sBR max
and �V‖

sBBmax
. As seen in

Figure 6, for each condition, such normalized values decreased and
increased with task duration, for BR and BB, respectively.
Nevertheless, the results of the t-test did not show significant
differences at the intra-muscular level concerning the normalized
EMGRMSBRmax (p = 0.37, 0.20, 0.20, for 5 vs 10, 15, 20 s,
respectively; p = 0.32, 0.31, for 10 vs 15 and 10 vs 20 s,
respectively; p = 0.48, for 15 vs 20 s). The normalized
EMGRMSBBmax only showed a significant difference between the
values at 5 vs 20 s (p = 0.03), while this was not observed for the
other inter-muscle comparisons (p = 0.21 and 0.07 for 5 vs 10 s and
5 vs 15 s, respectively; p = 0.22 and 0.13, for 10 vs 15 and 10 vs 20 s,
respectively; p = 0.37, for 15 vs 20 s). At the inter-muscular level,
significant differences were found between the normalized
EMGRMSBRmax and EMGRMSBBmax for 5 s (p = 0.03), while no

significant differences were found for 10, 15 and 20 s (p = 0.19, 0.36,
0.24, respectively).

4 Discussion

The purpose of this work was to show the performance of the
updated version of the NU-SWE method and the novel measuring
capabilities that arise from its new features. In this regard, the work
showed that this method is able to measure muscle elasticity in
experimental conditions that have been impracticable with the
current ultrasonic and low-frequency elastographic methods. In
this way, interesting mechanical properties of skeletal muscle
emerged from using this version of the NU-SWE. Therefore, the
results of the present study could be a first step in order to continue
delving into the knowledge of muscle biomechanics based on the
application of elastography.

The results of the isometric flexion ramps performed up to
40% MVC in 20 s are the most adequate to compare the results of
the previous studies regarding the present work. In this task of
our protocol, the contraction rate was 2% of MVC/s, being
comparable to most of the biomechanical studies performed in
skeletal muscle with others elastographic methods. In these
conditions, different works have reported μL values for the BB
and BR muscles ranging from ~10–150 and 5–60 kPa,
respectively, between 0%–40% MVC, both using SWE as well
as the previous version of NU-SWE [12, 14, 15, 18, 19]. These
values agree, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with the range
of shear velocities shown in Figures 4, 5.

The tasks performed in 5, 10 and 15 s correspond to rates of
contraction of 8, 4% and 2.67% MVC/s, respectively. These rates are

TABLE 2 �V
‖
smax values and standard deviation (between parentheses) for BB

and BR muscles obtained from both trials of each task in all subjects.

5s 10 s 15 s 20 s

�V‖
sBBmax

(m/s) 5.25 (1.67) 6.55 (2.33) 6.96 (2.51) 8.33 (3.41)

�V‖
sBRmax

(m/s) 11.42 (2.91) 9.64 (3.38) 9.02 (3.28) 8.90 (3.28)

FIGURE 5
Intra (A,B) and inter-muscular (C) comparisons of the �V

‖
smax values obtained for the respective task durations. The symbol * denotes the existence of

significant differences.
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higher than those usually induced by the protocols that can be applied
with SWE, which must be slow and controlled contractions due to their
limited sample frequency (~1–2 Hz). Particularly, the measurements of
the present work were carried out at 15 Hz. No previous work has
described muscle elasticity measurements at such a sampling frequency,
either with surface wave elastography or shear wave elastography (SWE).
In our previous work with NU-SWE, the highest sampling rate reached
in the measurements was 1.4 Hz [25]. On the other hand, the sampling
rates reported in the literature regarding the application of the SWE
methods in skeletal muscle ranges between 1–2 Hz. The SWE method
generates a “push" over most of the tissue using extended sonification
times of approximately 200 μs each. The dimension of a typical region of
interest (ROI) for imaging elasticity in muscles is 2–3 cm wide and
2–3 cm deep. Imaging this area requires several pushes, not less than 8
(4 in lateral dimension and at least 2 in-depth). Therefore, only the
pulsation time lasts approximately 1 m. The duration of the ultrafast
sequence to track the propagation of the shear wave depends on the
depth of observation of the ROI, but the typical PRF is between 3 and
5 kHz, adding times on the order of 300 μs to each frame. If this
information were to be stored in memory for offline processing, the
theoretical sampling rate is on the order of 102 Hz. However, this
theoretical limit cannot be reached in practice, as it would imply
sending pushes every ~0.01 s, which could seriously damage the
transducer. Besides, in commercially available devices, the time
required for memory transfer and online processing for real-time
display eventually reduces the frame rate to values of 1–2 Hz. To our
knowledge, there are no commercial SWE devices with elasticity frame
rates higher than this, so the updated version of the NU-SWE represents
a novel alternative in this regard.

The above allows performing protocols involving faster
contractions, thus emerging novel muscular elastic behaviors as
those described by our results. In this sense, our measurements

showed, both at the individual and average level, a temporal
dependence regarding the elastic behavior of the BB and BR
muscles during the isometric flexion of the elbow joint. Such
temporal dependence was manifested both at the inter-muscular
and intra-muscular level, through the differences in the peak �V‖

sBR max

and the �V‖
sBBmax

values. While the maximum shear elasticity reached
by the BR decreases with the task duration, the opposite behavior
was observed in the BB (Figures 4, 5). Thus, at the intra-muscle level,
significant differences were found between the values of the tasks
executed in 5 s compared to 15 and 20 s. On the other hand, the
inter-muscle comparison showed that the peak �V‖

s values of BB and
BR were significantly different between all conditions, except for the
20 s-task, which agrees with the results of the previously referred
works. As far as we know, these behaviors have not been previously
described with elastography. Since the muscle elasticity reflects the
force exerted by the muscle, the above may have important
connotations concerning the motor control of the synergistic
elbow flexor muscles and the temporal dependence of the load
sharing between them [18, 19].

As is depicted in Figure 6, the measurements of the EMG RMS
showed the same behavior pattern as the elastography concerning
the average peak activity as a function of the task duration,
exhibiting a correlation factor of 0.96 and 0.95 for the BB and
BR, respectively. While the normalized EMGRMSBRmax tends to
decrease as the total time of the flexion ramps increases, the
normalized EMGRMSBBmax exhibits the opposite trend. This is
consistent with previous works that have shown the close
relationship between the muscle shear elastic modulus and their
EMG activity [12, 14–16, 25]. Such studies have suggested the
validity of the linear model to describe this relationship, during
the isometric flexion of the elbow flexors according to similar
contraction intensities to those of the present work. Only the

FIGURE 6
Intra (A,B) and inter-muscular (C) comparisons of the normalized EMGRMSmax values obtained for the respective task durations. The symbol *
denotes the existence of significant differences.
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inter-muscular comparison between EMGRMSBRmax and
EMGRMSBBmax for the 5 s-task exhibited significant differences.
In addition to their corresponding results of �V‖

smax for such tasks
(Figure 5), this clearly reflects the biomechanical role of the BR
muscle in stabilizing the elbow joint at fast contraction velocities,
through the coaptation of radius head to the capitulum of the
humerus, offering an adequate support for the subsequent action
of the BB. This process tends to be balanced out at smoother
contractions as task execution time increases. At the intra-
muscular level, only the mean activities of the BB muscle
between the 5 and 20 s-tasks were significantly different. This
denotes the functional variability of the BB concerning its
isometric contraction at different velocities, agreeing with the
corresponding results of �V‖

smax. In the context of our study, the
absence of significant differences in the inter and intra-muscular
comparisons between the values of the normalized EMGRMSBRmax

and EMGRMSBBmax, compared to the respective comparisons of
�V‖
smax, does not necessarily indicate the absence of differences in peak

EMG RMS activity in such situations. The above could have been
conditioned by the limited size of the sample since specific variations
in the measurements can significantly affect their standard deviation.
Besides, the EMG signals of the BB and BRmuscles in each condition
may also have been affected by the crosstalk of other adjacent muscles
[49, 50]. This phenomenon does not affect the elastographic
measurements since their nature is mechanical and not electrical,
which is a possible cause of the discrepancy in the results. In this sense,
it has been proposed that elastography can help to reconsider our
current understanding of muscle co-contraction [50, 51]. Particularly,
the updated version of the NU-SWE provides the opportunity to add
the simultaneity and the temporal dimension to this approach, unlike
other elastographic methods.

All of the above indicates that mean elasticity measurements
using surface waves add advantageous features in biomechanical
research. The device used in this work is portable, low cost and easy
to handle. It allows measuring on several muscles simultaneously
and at a high sample rate. If a proper strategy for locating and
positioning the wave source and sensors is followed, no significant
errors in the results occur due to the placement of the device. This is
supported by the repeatability analysis performed in our previous
work with NU-SWE where, although the manipulation of the wave
source during measurements could have introduced variation
between measurements, it was not reflected in the results [25]. In
this sense, the new configuration of the NU-SWE employed in this
work overcame such a limitation, adding even more certainty
regarding the reproducibility of the measurements. Concerning
the relative alignment of the array of sensors and the fibers’
orientation, it is important to highlight that, as the BB and BR
are parallel and fusiformmuscles, knowing their anatomical location
on the arm is sufficient to identify the fiber orientation accurately.
However, in pennate muscles, identifying the fibers’ orientation
before measurements by B-mode ultrasound and aligning the
sensors accordingly, may be helpful to avoid biases related to
wave propagation in more complex media.

Although in the present study, the selected sample rate was 15 Hz as
it was considered adequate to characterize the contractions of the
different tasks, this can be even higher by adjusting the Δt between
signals according to the requirements. Thus, the updated version of the
NU-SWE allows obtaining μL curves with higher temporal resolution,

being able to be used both for isometric estimates, as in the present
work, and eventually also for measurements in dynamic conditions
(e.g., walking, jumps). In this way, the advantageous features of the
present version of the NU-SWE are similar to the low-frequency
method proposed by Martin et al. [31] and Keuler et al. [52] to
measure elasticity in tendons. However, this method cannot measure
skeletal muscle elasticity as it is based on the Timoshenko beammodel,
which does not apply to this tissue [53, 54]. On the other hand, it is
important to point out that the NU-SWE has been preliminary
validated regarding the SWE methods in phantoms and beef
samples [28, 34, 55]. Further validation in skeletal muscle in vivo is
being carried out in our laboratory with promising results. Therefore,
we thinkNU-SWE provides a novel and valuable alternative tomeasure
muscle elasticity reliably and in conditions hitherto impracticable with
ultrasound elastography. In this sense, the results of the present study
could be a first step in order to widen the current applications of
elastography in muscle biomechanics.

5 Conclusion

This work shows that surface wave elastography has some
features that can potentially widen the spectrum of applications
of elastography in skeletal muscle. Themethod used in this work
(NU-SWE) can measure the elasticity of several muscles
simultaneously and at a higher sample rate than previous surface
wave methods and the classic SWE. In the present study we used
these characteristics of the method to perform a proof of concept of
an experimental protocol previously impracticable with
elastography. We measured the elasticity changes of the BB and
BRmuscles simultaneously during the isometric flexion of the elbow
joint at different contraction velocities. As a result, we found that the
peak elasticity value for each muscle has a different behavior
depending on the time required for the task. For short times, the
peak value for BR is significantly higher than for BB. As the time of
the task increases, these values approach each other. Such behavior
was also observed at the level of the EMG activity of both muscles,
indicating that the elastographic results correlate with other
methods for characterizing muscle activity. Considering the
above, the methodological advances presented in this work widen
the applications of elastography in skeletal muscle in vivo to delve
into the knowledge of muscle biomechanics.
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